Recently, plenty of neural network based recommendation models have demonstrated their strength in modeling complicated relationships between heterogeneous objects (i.e., users and items). However, the applications of these fine trained recommendation models are limited to the off-line manner or the re-ranking procedure (on a pre-filtered small subset of items), due to their time-consuming computations. Fast item ranking under learned neural network based ranking measures is largely still an open question.
user and item) via separate models. Then a classical matching function such as cosine similarity or inner product is chosen to generate the output score. Different from representation learning, the second paradigm combines features or embedding vectors of the two objects earlier and learns matching functions from labeled data.
The simple matching functions (usually bi-linear or metric functions) adopted in representation learning models often limit the performance in modeling complicated relationships [28] . While matching function learning models usually provide more promising performance in prediction precision because of their powerful model capacity with non-convex neural network based matching functions. However, as the computation of neural networks is both time and resources consuming, the inference process is often done in an off-line manner, such as generating the recommendation lists every week instead of on-line generating. This expediency may hurt user experience since users' most recent ratings or posted queries critically influence user profiles. Another common trick is to build a two-step service. Firstly, a small subset of items is generated based on fast and simple filters. Then a re-ranking procedure is conducted on this subset via fine trained advanced ranking measures [6, 34] . This re-ranking trick restricts the performance since relevant items may be filtered out in the first step.
To more effectively exploit neural network based matching functions, in this paper we try to speed up the ranking procedure after the matching functions being learned, referred to as fast neural ranking. We formulate fast neural ranking as a generic ranking task, Optimal Binary Function Search (OBFS). We state the ranking function f here as a generic continuous binary function and do not further restrict the forms of it. Different from our setting, traditional Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search problems, which can be considered as special cases of fast OBFS, have strong assumptions for ranking measures. They mainly concentrate on searching by metric distances, such as ℓ 2 distance or angular distance. Beyond that, a few works try to extend the searching measure to non-metric ones, such as inner product [2, 33, 36, 37, 49] , Mercer kernel [8] and Bregman divergence [4] . Note that previous approaches take the advantages of linearity or convexity of ranking measures. While neural network based ranking measures are usually nonlinear and non-convex, sometimes asymmetric. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work focus on fast ranking under generic measures, such as neural network based ones.
For approaches, we select search on graph as the basic searching methodology. Search on graph methods show significant superiority in searching in metric distances [29] and inner product [31, 38, 49] in previous studies. Besides, graph-based index structures have the flexibility that users can define any (symmetric) matching function as the similarity measure in graph construction and searching. Under the definition of OBFS, performing a traditional search on graph methods can be summarized as a common methodology: constructing the (approximate) Delaunay graph with respect to the binary function f for all indexing data and then greedy searching most relevant vertices on the graph by the same f , for each query q. Outperforming efficiency of this methodology on metric distances was previously validated [29] . However, constructing or approximately constructing Delaunay graphs for complicated binary functions is extremely difficult. Besides, it requires the searching function is symmetric (for the two input vectors). It is difficult to extend it for more generic OBFS problems.
To overcome these limitations, we develop a specific implementation of Binary Function Search on Graph (BFSG), called Search on L2 Graph (SL2G). Different from other methods, SL2G constructs the index graph by ℓ 2 distance among searching data, no matter which searching measure f we are working on. In the searching phase, SL2G searches by the focus binary function f . This paradigm bypasses the infeasible task, i.e., constructing Delaunay graphs w.r.t. complicated measures, and breaks the symmetric limitation. From the theoretical perspective, SL2G approximates the coordinate descent in Euclidean space. Even if f is non-convex (e.g., deep neural models), SL2G can reach an approximate local optimum, based on affordable assumptions. In real applications, we often search on the graph in multiple paths at the same time. As shown in empirical results, the global optimum is also not difficult to be achieved by SL2G.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as below:
• We consider a challenging problem, fast neural ranking and formulate it as a generic ranking task, Optimal Binary Function Search (OBFS). Under OBFS, more advanced matching measures can be considered in large-scale search. • We propose BFSG and a sub-linear solution, SL2G, to tackle the fast OBFS problem. SL2G breaks the limitations of existing search on graph methods and is applicable for any complex searching measures. Theoretical analysis for SL2G is provided.
The organization of this paper is as below: in the next section we review classical neural network based ranking models and definite the problem of fast neural ranking formally. Potential solutions for fast neural ranking are reviewed in Section 3 and we will explain why these previous methods are inapplicable for complicated ranking measures. The proposed method, SL2G and its theoretical analysis are represented in Section 4. In section 5, we study two neural network based ranking measures and conduct experiments. The whole paper is concluded in Section 6.
FAST NEURAL RANKING
We first review popular neural network based ranking models and state the motivation of fast neural ranking.
Neural Ranking Models
In recent years, with the advance of deep learning technology, we have witnessed a growing body of work in applying shallow or deep neural networks to the ranking problems (referred to as neural ranking models) [30] , such as Information Retrieval [15, 16, 42] and recommendation [6, 18] . As analyzed in the above section, these models are usually based on Siamese architecture and can be categorized into representation learning methods and matching function learning methods [43] .
Representation learning approaches [19, 35, 44, 47] , as shown in Figure 1 (a), assume the similarity between two heterogeneous vectors depends on their positions in an unobserved latent space. Therefore, the goal of representation learning is to find this latent space as well as two parallel mapping models for each input vector. Although representation learning models achieve promising performance in some tasks, researchers found that they are often incapable of modeling the semantic matching between complicated objects [28] . Firstly, representing complicated objects with meaningful vectors is difficult. Secondly, simple matching functions like cosine or inner product cannot capture the complicated interactions between objects, which often in nonlinear and non-convex manners, such as a user may like very different two categories of movies. Thus, more and more works focus on learning meaningful matching functions, especially in forms of deep neural networks.
Matching function learning approaches [15, 28] assume that there exists a mapping between user and item (or query and document). Therefore, the goal of matching function learning is to learn the mapping by well-designed models. As shown in Figure 1 (b), matching function learning models has flexible feature matching methods before going through the learning model, which is beneficial for modeling complicated interactions between objects. For the matching models (i.e., matching functions to be learned), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is commonly adopted [9, 18, 34, 39] . Kernel Pooling is also studied previously [42] . It has been shown, matching function learning methods outperform representation learning methods in some tasks [43] . However, brute force ranking by these learned measures is too time-consuming for on-line services. It motivates us to speed up the neural ranking procedure.
Problem Definition
Here, we formulate the neural ranking task in a more generic way, Optimal Binary Function Search (OBFS). It will be shown that traditional ANN search problems are special cases of OBFS. Definition 1. (OBFS) Let X and Y be subsets of Euclidean spaces (possibly with different dimensions), given a data set S = {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊂ X and a continuous binary function, f : X × Y → R, given q ∈ Y , OBFS aims to find arg max
(1)
In the same manner, we aims to find the set of top-k solutions T , with |T | = k and satisfies
Let us consider X ⊂ R d and Y ⊂ R k . Note that we consider subsets of Euclidean space because some functions' domain is not the whole space, for example, cosine is undefined at origin. In the recommendation framework, we consider items as searching data in X and the user set as queries in Y . The matching function (i.e., the binary function f ) is specified or learned, which takes a pair of item and user as input. The output of f is the ranking score for recommendation. ℓ 2 distance, angular distance and inner product are special cases of binary functions when d = k.
As introduced above, the efficiency of ranking/searching is also crucial besides of effectiveness. The brute force scanning method is often too time-consuming in real applications. So many previous efforts are paid in finding sub-linear or approximate fast searching approaches. In the next section, we will explain why previous fast ranking/searching frameworks are inapplicable for complicated searching measures, such as fast neural ranking.
WHY NOT PREVIOUS METHODS?
In this section, we will explain why previous methods cannot be extended to generic fast OBFS. Firstly, from the ranking measure respective, we will review some classical measures which previously studied and then distinguish the particularity of generic measures (e.g., neural network based ones). Then, the main fast search methodologies will be checked whether can be extended for fast generic ranking. Search on graph will be highlighted at last.
Previous Studied Ranking Measures
Section 2.2 defines a family of ranking measures, Optimal Binary Function Search (OBFS), which contains classical ones (e.g., cosine and inner product) and neural network based measures as special cases. In this family, measures in metric space are widely studied, based on which fast or approximate search has been a classical data science task for decades, often referred as Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search or Similarity Search. Two most popular metric measures are ℓ 2 distance and cosine similarity.
Efficient searching beyond metric distances is considered hard. Only a few simple non-metric measures were studied in the literature, among which searching by the inner product referred as Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS) is popular because of its wide applicability in recommendation and classification tasks [2, 31, 33, 36, 37, 45, 46] . The Mercer kernels are the extension of inner product in Hilbert space H . Searching by Mercer kernels is often referred as Max-Kernel Search [7, 8] . Another example is searching by Bregman divergence [4] . For more complicated matching measures, efficient searching is still an open question.
It is clear that previously studied ranking measures are mainly symmetric ones, especially metric distances. Bregman divergence requires a convex ranking function, and both variables must come from the same convex set. Recall that those representation learning models (introduced in Section 2.1) mainly choose cosine or inner product as matching functions. So fast ranking based on these models can be solved by existing methods. However, neural network based measures (from matching function learning models) are usually in forms of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which are nonlinear and non-convex. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work study fast searching via these generic and complicated measures.
Fast Searching Methodologies
For Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search paradigms, each given query is compared with a subset instead of the whole dataset or comparing by shorter codes, which reduce the time complexity significantly while promise high searching recalls. To achieve this purpose, specific index structures are proposed for dense continuous vectors [5, 21] or high dimensional sparse data [3, 25, 26] . For the dense case, which is our focus in this paper, various searching methodologies and indexing structures are applied:
• Hashing (Locality-Sensitive Hashing, LSH) [5, 14, 20, 25, 27] .
• Quantization (i.e., Product Quantization, PQ) [12, 21, 22, 40] .
• Ball tree or KD tree based [4, 7, 8, 11, 33] • Graph based (i.e., search on graph) [17, 29, 41] .
Most of these methodologies are not flexible to extend to advanced searching measures. For example, one particular LSH algorithm is usually designed for one specific measure, such as SimHash for cosine similarity [5] and "sign Cauchy projections" for chisquare similarity [27] . Ball tree-based methods are proposed for searching by some non-metric measures, such as Max-kernel search [7, 8] and searching by Bregman divergence [4] . These methods depend on a well designed bound corresponding to the particular searching measure, in telling which sub-tree can be ignored in scanning. How to design tighter bound is usually very difficult so the searching efficiency is typically not guaranteed. Besides, it is infeasible to design bounds for neural network based measures.
One exception is graph-based methods, also referred to as search on graph. Graph-based index structures have the flexibility that the user can define any symmetric matching function as similarity measure in graph construction and searching. Recently, researchers extend search on graph from metric space to inner product and achieve promising performance in the MIPS problem [31, 38, 49] . In the next section, we will analyze whether the previous search on graph methods can be applied for fast neural ranking.
Search on Graph
Graph structures provide a natural way to partition a high dimensional continuous space into discrete regions. Theoretically, formulation of Voronoi Diagram and its dual graph, Delaunay Graph [1, 10] provide the foundation for nearest neighbor search on graph. As specific implementations, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) graph was claimed to be an approximation of Delaunay Graph [17] . Inspired by the small world phenomenon, Navigable Small World (NSW) network [23] and Hierarchical NSW (HNSW) [29] are introduced and show their powerful potentials in ANN search.
While search on graph methods often claim that there are no constraints on searching measures (actually must be symmetric) [17, 29] , most existing search on graph methods, however, mainly focus on searching by metric distances, with a few exceptions, e.g., [29, 31] . The common methodology behind these search on graph methods can be summarized as: constructing the (approximate) Delaunay graph with respect to binary function f for all indexing data S and then greedy searching most relevant vertices on the graph for each query q by the same f . In constructing approximate Delaunay graphs, HNSW was shown that it is a proper approximate solution for Delaunay graph with respect to metric measures [29] and inner product [31, 38, 49] . However, how to construct the Delaunay graph algorithmically with respect to complicated f is still unsolved, as it would be difficult to extend HNSW to complicated binary functions. For instance, when X and Y are in different dimensions, HNSW has no clue how to approximate the Delaunay graph. Our experiments will show that HNSW cannot construct proper Delaunay graphs with respect to neural network based measures and works badly in fast neural ranking. To overcome this limitation, we bypass building Delaunay graphs w.r.t. complicated binary functions and propose a new search on graph algorithm in the next section, which only requires to construct Delaunay graphs with respect to ℓ 2 distance.
BINARY FUNCTION SEARCH ON GRAPH
In this section, we introduce a new graph based solution for generic OBFS tasks. Before detailing the implementations, we explain why the proposed method can solve OBFS from a theoretical perspective.
The Proposed Approach
Generally, our methodology tries to solve the binary function search problem by graph-based index, which can be summarized as: Binary Function Search on Graph (BFSG). As analyzed above, building Delaunay graphs is algorithmically difficult for most of the binary functions except some easier cases, such as ℓ 2 distance. To bypass constructing Delaunay graphs with respect to complicated binary functions, we proposed a specific method, Search on L2 Graph (SL2G), for the OBFS problem. The basic idea of SL2G is: no matter what the given binary function f is, we construct a Delaunay graph (or an approximate one) with respect to ℓ 2 distance (which is defined on searching data X and independent of queries) in the indexing step and then perform the greedy search on this graph by the binary function f in the searching step. SL2G only constructs Delaunay graphs with respect to ℓ 2 distance but independent with the focus function f . As building and approximating Delaunay graph with respect to ℓ 2 distance appears in many previous works, SL2G is applicable for any generic binary functions. If f is the negative ℓ 2 distance as in Example 1, SL2G is equivalent to the previous search on graph methods, such as HNSW.
In short, the proposed fast ranking framework can be summarized as the following two steps: (i) Constructing an approximate Delaunay graph with respect to ℓ 2 distance. (ii) For query q, performing greedy search on the graph by the focus search measure f q = f ( · , q). In the next section, we will explain, why the proposed Sl2G can solve OBFS approximately.
Theoretical Analysis
Firstly, we definite Voronoi cell and its dual graph, Delaunay graph. Let S = {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊂ X be the dataset. Definition 2. The Voronoi cell R i , for the query space Y , with respect to f and x i is the set
Voronoi cells form a diagram of Y . Its dual graph in X , namely Delaunay graph, is defined as follows. Thus, two data points in the Delaunay graph will be connected if their Voronoi cells are "adjacent" to each other. Here, adjacency means their boundary has a nonempty intersection. It is worth noting that, the Voronoi diagram is built on Y , while the Delaunay graph is constructed with vertices S on X . This generalized Delaunay graph to any binary function f . As proved in previous work [31] , searching on such Delaunay graph achieves global optimum by greedy search, while its construction and approximation are difficult in general, especially for complicated f .
f (x, y) = −∥x − y ∥, then the Delaunay graph defined in Definition 3 coincides with classical definition, for instance, the one in [24] . In this case, Delaunay graph refers to ℓ 2 -Delaunay graph.
The key factor of SL2G is not only the feasibility of Delaunay graph building but also the effectiveness in solving the OBFS problem. We will show that when the (finite) dataset S is sufficiently dense in the certain region, the performance of greedy search on Delaunay graph is similar to optimizing (1) by "coordinate" descent in Euclidean space, where the direction "coordinates" are the incident edges of the data points. The analysis will focus on f with certain convex assumptions. Generic non-convex f will be demonstrated empirically in Section 5. Next, Lemma 1 introduces a key property of Delaunay graph, equivalent to empty sphere criterion [13] . Proof. We consider an internally tangent spheres ∂B ′ of ∂B that has common external intersect at x such that there exists y ∈ S ∩∂B ′ and S ∩ B ′ = ∅. Let z be the center of B ′ , then the Voronoi cells R x of x and R y of y intersects at z. By Definition 3, x and y are connected in the ℓ 2 -Delaunay Graph (see Figure 2 (a)). □ Equipped with Lemma 1, we now analyze the conditions under which SL2G returns local optimum. Our analysis relies on distribution of the data points. Generally speaking, the dataset needs to be dense enough on a compact region. We simplify our assumptions by considering the region [0, 1] d . 
Proof. We divide [0, 1] d into d-cubes with diameter r , then the side lengths of these cubes are l = r / √ d, so their volumes are (r / √ d) d . Hence the probability that a single cube does not contains any data points is bounded by
Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA is for the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied. While if the shape f is strange and the data is not dense enough, the theorem will not hold as shown in (c). In (c), there are two data points t and s may take place y and connect with x. Then the optimization will stop at x.
The volume of [0, 1] d is 1, so there are ( √ d/r ) d such cubes. Therefore, with probability at least
every cube contains at least a data point. In this case, every d-ball with radius r includes a cube with diameter r , so it also contains a data point in S. □ For fixed q ∈ Y , we let f q (x) := f (x, q). We want to show that search on graph can at least retrieve x i ∈ S around local optimum of f q . For simplicity, we consider concave f q defined on [0, 1] d . Theorem 1. Suppose S is generated i.i.d. uniformly from [0, 1] d and f q be a concave function defined on [0, 1] d . We assume there exists r > 0 and a * < max x ∈[0,1] d f q (x) such that for every a ≤ a * , f −1 q (a) is a smooth manifold with radius of curvature at least r for every point on the manifold. Then with probability no smaller than the one in (4), the greedy search on the Delaunay graph with respect to S achieves value at least a * .
Proof. Consider an x ∈ S such that f q (x) = a ≤ a * . By the radius of curvature assumption and convexity of the superlevel set f −1 q ((a, ∞)), there exists a r -ball B ⊂ f −1 q ((a, ∞)) with x ∈ ∂B. See Figure 2 (b). By Lemma 2, with probability at least p, there exists at least one point in S belongs B. By Lemma 1, x connects with at least one point in B, say y. Since y ∈ B ⊂ f −1 q ((a, ∞)), f q (y) > a = f q (x). Hence greedy search found a data point with higher evaluation. This procedure only stops after it achieves a value greater than a * . □ In Figure 2 (b) , suppose the current candidate is x. Since Delaunay graph has an edge {x, y} and f q (y) > f q (x), greedy search on graph will discover y and update y as the new candidate. In the case of Figure 2 (c), assumption of Theorem 1 is not satisfied. In that figure, x is only connected to t and s, but f q (t), f q (s) < f q (x), so greedy search will stop at x. Note that, searching for such a local optimum only require edges on Delaunay graph with length less than r , so a complete Delaunay graph is not necessary. This property allows us to only find short edges of the graph. We can also weaken concavity of f q to quasi-concavity as long as other assumptions still hold.
Given fixed r and d, as the size of dataset S increases, i.e., n → ∞, the failing probability in (4) converges to 0 exponentially, so the greedy search succeeds to reach some value close to local optimum a * . In an asymptotic setting, i.e., r and d depend on n, it requires n r √ d d → ∞ to ensure failing probability converge to 0. In this set-
Implementation and Algorithms
In practice, constructing a perfect Delaunay graph (with respect to any measure) for large-scale high dimensional data is computationally infeasible. As mentioned in Section 3.3, there are previous works that tried to construct approximate Delaunay graphs. To meet the efficient searching purpose, the vertex degrees of these graphs are often restricted to low values, which sacrifices the properties of the graph. There are no theoretical guarantees that search on graph methods will return exact optimal results via Delaunay graph approximations. According to empirical experiments, the effectiveness of approximate Delaunay graphs with respect to ℓ 2 distance was empirically proven by previous works [17, 29] A ← Search_on_Graph(x i , G, k, −ℓ 2 ).
5:
if |A| ≤ M then 6: Connect x i to vertices in A. Order y j ∈ A in descending order of −ℓ 2 (x i , y j ).
10:
for j = 1 to m do 11: if ∥x i − y j ∥ ≤ min z ∈B ∥z − y j ∥ then 12: B ← B ∪ {y j }. 13: if |B| = M then 14: Break.
15:
Connect x i to vertices in B. 16: Output: G.
In this paper, we extend the implementation of HNSW [29] (and SONG [48] ) to SL2G, for two reasons: (i) HNSW can approximate proper Delaunay graph with respect to ℓ 2 distance. (ii) HNSW approximates both Small World graph and Delaunay graph. The longrange edges of Small World graphs would be helpful in avoiding local optima, which SL2G may suffer from. The graph construction algorithm for SL2G is shown in Algorithm 1. The edge selection method represented in Line 7-15 is from the original HNSW method, which was shown that it improves the performance greatly in the trade-off of Recall vs. Time. No matter what binary function f we focus on, SL2G constructs graphs by negative ℓ 2 distance. The greedy search algorithm of SL2G is similar to the original HNSW Add unchecked neighbors of vertices in A to A.
6:
Set vertices in A as checked.
7:
A ← top-k elements of v ∈ A in descending order of f (v, q).
but replacing the metric searching measures by the focus binary function f , which is defined on the user-item pair in searching. Details for greedy search on graph, for both graph construction and query searching, can be found in Algorithm 2. Note that, to simplify the description by pseudo codes, we only use one set A to store the current best results. In practice, two priority queues will be used to achieve the same purpose but more efficient.
From Local Optimum to Global Optimum
As analyzed in theoretical part, SL2G guarantees to reach an approximate local optimum. But many of generic ranking measures are non-convex, with multiple local optimums. How to avoid local optimum and reach the approximate global optimum is challenging.
Fortunately, there are two features will help SL2G to avoid local optimum. The first one is, in practical implementations, we record multiple current best candidates but not only one as shown in Algorithm 2. Based on this setting, multiple searching paths will be scanned instead of only one path. For example, we now check the top candidate a in A. Supposed that a is a local optimum and all its neighbors are worse than a. If we only keep one current best result, we will stop at a, where is a local optimum. Luckily, we have multiple candidates in A and the stop condition is whether A is converged. We will put all unvisited neighbors of a to A and produce the new best candidate. In the next step, we will keep checking the new best candidate in A until A converges. In this way, the algorithm will not stuck at the local optimum.
The second feature is that HNSW approximates both Small World graph and Delaunay graph. The long-range edges of Small World graphs would be helpful in avoiding local optima. As can be seen in the experiments, SL2G works well to reach the global optimum.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of SL2G in fast ranking under generic ranking measures. Specifically, we explore two neural network based ranking measures for the recommendation problem. Note that the comparison of various recommendation models is beyond the scope of this paper. We suppose that the neural network based ranking measures (i.e., f 's) are pre-trained, and we only focus on the fast item ranking procedure.
Datasets. For experimental datasets, we choose two widely used datasets for recommendation: Yelp 1 and Amazon Movie (Amovie) 2 . For Yelp, we did not further filter it since it was processed before. It 
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Matching Score New Embedding contains 25,677 users, 25,815 items and 731,670 ratings. For Amovie, we filtered the dataset in the way that users with at least 30 interactions are retained. At last Amovie contains 7,748 users, 104,708 items and 746,397 ratings. The item amount in these two datasets is much bigger than that in others, which is more appropriate for searching efficiency exploration.
Neural Network based Ranking Measures
To evaluate the performance of SL2G on neural network based searching measures, we leverage a state-of-the-art neural network based recommendation method, MLP, which was introduced in [18] . The original MLP model concatenates user latent vectors and item latent vectors before going through the Multi-Layer Perceptron network (referred as MLP-Concate, Figure 3 (a) ). The concatenating operation is asymmetric. We design one more variant of MLP with symmetric operations on the input vectors: MLP-Em-Sum (Figure 3 (b) ). MLP-Em-Sum transforms two kinds of vectors into a common space by an additional embedding layer, before the merge operation. In this way, user vectors and item vectors will lie on the same manifold on which element-wise sum will be operated. After training, we obtain NN models with fixed weights. These fixed weight models can be considered as binary function f 's. For each pair of input vectors, (user, item), the binary function f will output a real number. These model-based binary functions are referred as f MLP-Concate and f MLP-Em-Sum . Note that, for both models, only the networks above the vector combination (i.e., the Multi-Layer Perceptron networks within dashed boxes shown as Figure 3 ) are regarded as the matching function. The part from raw data to the embedding layer does not belong to the matching function. For implementation, after weights of each model is learned, we re-implement and integrate the model-based matching functions into the searching framework. The dimensions of input vectors for MLP-Em-Sum are set as 64 and for MLP-Concate are set as 32.
Baselines
Since this is the first work for fast ranking under neural network based measures and there are few previous comparable algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, SL2G is the only formal solution until now. For baselines, we adopt two state-of-the-art methods for traditional ANN search: ANNOY 3 and HNSW [29] . ANNOY is a popular open source ANN search project which mainly focuses on metric measures. For the fast neural ranking task, we first retrieve candidates by ANNOY via ℓ 2 distance (here user vectors and item vectors are required to be the same dimension) and then re-rank the candidates by the focus ranking measure f . For HNSW, we adjust it for complicated binary functions as below: we input a pair of item vectors to the binary function forcibly as f (x, x). Then we use this f (x, x) as relevance measure to construct the index graph by the algorithm for HNSW. The graph built like this may be dramatically different from the Delaunay graph with respect to f (x, q). So there is no performance guarantee. Note that we restrict dimensions for users and items the same for MLP-Concrete as mentioned above. In this way, HNSW can be implemented. Otherwise, if the dimensions of users and items are different, f (x, x) is invalid. Obviously, SL2G has no such limitations. In the algorithm level, HNSW shares most of contents with SL2G as represented in Algorithms 1 and 2. But HNSW uses f to the constructed graph but not negative ℓ 2 distance.
Experimental Settings
To generate evaluating labels, we calculate most relevant items for each user by the corresponding learned binary function f , i.e., f MLP-Concate and f MLP-Em-Sum . Experiments on top-10 and 100 labels are recorded. We do not test recommendation precisions by true labels, as we focus on searching efficiency of neural ranking tasks. There are two popular ways to evaluate ANN search algorithms (or generally OBFS methods): (a) Recall vs. Time; (b) Recall vs. Computations. Recall vs. Time reports how many times the algorithm can speed up over naive brute force scanning at each recall level. Recall vs. Computations reports the amount/percentage of pair-wise computations that the ANN Search algorithm costs at each recall level. We will show both of these perspectives in the following experiments for a comprehensive evaluation.
All methods have parameters. ANNOY has one key parameter which is the number of index trees. SL2G and HNSW have three parameters: M, k construction and k search , which control the degrees of vertices and the number of search attempts. To make a fair comparison, we vary these parameters over a fine grid. For each algorithm in each experiment, we will have multiple points scattered on the plane. To plot curves, we first find out the best recall number, maxrecall. Then 100 buckets are produced by splitting the range from 0 to max-recall evenly. For each bucket, the best result along the other axis (e.g., the largest times speed up over the brute force method or the lowest percentage of pair-wise computations) is chosen. If there are no data points in the bucket, the bucket will be ignored. In this way, we shall have multiple pairs of data for drawing curves.
All time-related experiments were performed on a 2X 3.00 GHz 8-core i7-5960X CPU server with 32GB memory.
Experimental Results
Results for Recall vs. Time and Recall vs. Computations are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. For Recall vs. Time, results for top-10 and top-100 labels are represented, while for Recall vs. Computations, only results for top-10 are shown due to the limited space. As can be seen, ANNOY which is designed for metric measures work badly for the challenging task of fast neural ranking. We will pay main attention to compare the other two methods, HNSW and SL2G. Let us first look at the results for the symmetric f MLP-Em-Sum . As can be seen, HNSW can speed up over the brute force ranking in some lower recall levels but it works much worse than the proposed SL2G. SL2G speeds up the searching hundreds of times than brute force ranking, with high recalls. The reason is that HNSW cannot approximate proper Delaunay graph with respect to neural network based measures. For the asymmetric f MLP-Concate , the superiority of SL2G over HNSW is more significant. We can see that, it is difficult for HNSW to achieve 80% recalls. The asymmetric characteristic poses even more challenges for HNSW. Constructing Delaunay graph with respect to asymmetric binary functions is extremely hard. But SL2G, which is proposed for generic fast ranking and only requires to build Delaunay graph with respect to ℓ 2 distance, can overcome the limitations naturally. As can been seen, SL2G works consistently well both on f MLP-Em-Sum and f MLP-Concate .
As analyzed above, if there are multiple local optimal candidates, it would be challenging for SL2G. It is the common case for neural 
Scalability of SL2G
To test the scalability of the proposed method, we evaluate its performance on a simulation dataset based on Yelp MLP-Concate.
For each data point of Yelp MLP-Concate, we randomly generate 40 simulation data points by Gaussian distribution with the original data as mean and 0.1 as the standard deviation. In this way we get a dataset with 1,058,415 data points (including the original ones). This dataset is referred as Yelp1M MLP-Concate. The results of it are shown in Figure 6 . As can be seen, the proposed method, SL2G, shows good scalability on this larger dataset. For example, to get 60% top-100 recall, SL2G achieves less than 100 times speedup on the original smaller dataset, Yelp MLP-Concate. While on this larger dataset, SL2G is 1887 times faster than brute force ranking. The two baselines do not show good scalability on this dataset. 
Graph Construction Time Analysis
The graph construction for SL2G (with respect to ℓ 2 distance computations) is much more efficient than HNSW (with respect to complicate f computations). The time analysis is listed in Table 1 . In this experiments, we fix the priority queue size as 100 in graph construction and set the maximum outgoing degree as 16. On our server, 16 parallel threads work at the same time to insert nodes. As shown the construction time of SL2G is much less than HNSW, more than 200 times faster. For example, for the case of Yelp and f MLP-EM-Sum , HNSW takes 75.04 seconds to construct the graph but SL2G only takes 0.27 seconds, 0.36% of the former one.
Implementation by SONG
To exclude bias from implementation, we also implement SL2G and HNSW by another search on graph platform, SONG [48] . The results are shown in Figure 7 . Due to the limited space, only results for Amovie MLP-Concate are shown. Results for other cases have similar trends. As can be seen, the implementation of SONG is more efficient, both for SL2G and HNSW, but their priority order keeps the same. SL2G works much better than HNSW under both two implementations. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we define a vital task, generic fast ranking, formally Optimal Binary Function Search (OBFS). A graph-based methodology, Binary Function Search on Graph (BFSG), is introduced for OBFS. Algorithmically, we proposed a specific method, Search on L2 Graph (SL2G) under BFSG. Approximate ranking by generic relevance measures, such as neural network based ones, can be sped up significantly by the proposed method. Theoretically, SL2G approximates coordinate descent in Euclidean space. Even for non-convex matching measures, SL2G guarantees that at least an approximate local optimum can be found based on some weak assumptions. In experiments, two neural networks for recommendation are selected as the ranking measures to evaluate SL2G. Results show that SL2G can speed up the searching efficiency hundreds of times, comparing with the brute force ranking.
